Fractons and other subdimensional particles are an exotic class of emergent quasi-particle excitations with severely restricted mobility. A wide class of models featuring these quasi-particles have a natural description in the language of symmetric tensor gauge theories, which feature conservation laws restricting the motion of particles to lower-dimensional sub-spaces, such as lines or points. In this work, we investigate the fate of symmetric tensor gauge theories in the presence of spatial curvature. We find that weak curvature can induce small (exponentially suppressed) violations on the mobility restrictions of charges, leaving a sense of asymptotic fractonic/sub-dimensional behavior on generic manifolds. Nevertheless, we show that certain symmetric tensor gauge theories maintain sharp mobility restrictions and gauge invariance on certain special curved spaces, such as Einstein manifolds or spaces of constant curvature.
Introduction
Gauge theories are ubiquitous in modern theoretical physics, across numerous disciplines. In high energy physics, gauge fields form a fundamental component of the Standard Model. In condensed matter physics, gauge theories also provide a natural theoretical description of the phenomenon of fractionalization, as seen in the context of fractional quantum Hall systems, spin liquids, and other topological phases of matter [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In all of these situations, the most commonly encountered gauge theories involve a gauge field that transforms as a vector under spatial symmetries, in close analogy with the vector potential A of Maxwell theory. In principle, however, a gauge field can transform like an arbitrary tensor object, which leads one to consider theories with higher-rank tensor gauge fields. Certain theories of this type are well-studied, such as the higher-form (anti-symmetric tensor) gauge theories, commonly encountered in string theory and in threedimensional topological phases [11, 12] . It seems natural to also consider the symmetric tensors characteristic of higher-spin gauge fields. In the context of high energy physics, however, Lorentz invariance severely limits the set of possible theories we can consider. Various difficulties associated with preserving Lorentz invariance prevent the formulation of generic interacting theories of symmetric tensor gauge fields, leaving only a few consistent possibilities, such as Einstein gravity and Vasiliev theory [13] .
In the context of condensed matter theory, however, an emergent gauge field need not exhibit Lorentz invariance, thereby vastly increasing the set of possible theories we can consider. Nevertheless, symmetric tensor gauge theories have until recently received only limited attention in the condensed matter literature [14] [15] [16] [17] , since it was unclear whether such theories held any qualitatively new phenomena. Within the past few years, however, it has been realized that symmetric tensor gauge theories can host a new class of emergent quasi-particles with unusual restrictions on their mobility [18] [19] [20] [21] . The most famous quasi-particle of this type is the fracton excitation, which is strictly immobile in isolation, but can often move in bound states with other fractons 1 . More generally, there exist subdimensional particles restricted to motion within lower-dimensional subspaces, such as lines or planes, within a three-dimensional space. Fractons and other subdimensional particles have been the subject of intense recent study , and the connection with symmetric tensor gauge theories has provided links with numerous other areas of physics, such as elasticity theory [51, 52, 59] , gravity [35] , deconfined quantum criticality [63] , and quantum Hall physics [43, 44] . An excellent review describing recent progress in the field can be found in Ref. [69] .
While symmetric tensor gauge theories have been the subject of intense recent attention, there remain important gaps in our understanding of these theories. Perhaps most notably, very little is known about how these theories respond to the presence of spatial curvature. Previous studies of gapped fracton models have found a curious sensitivity to the geometry of the underlying lattice, which can affect not only the ground state degeneracy but also the mobility of excitations [42, 53, 58] . We expect similar considerations to carry over to the tensor gauge theories, where difficulties in introducing curvature have previously been encountered [52] . It is not clear a priori whether the mobility restrictions seen in flat space remain intact once curvature is introduced. Furthermore, it is not immediately obvious how the notion of restriction to a line or plane generalizes to curved spaces.
In this work, we fill in this gap by investigating the fate of the symmetric tensor gauge theories in the presence of spatial curvature. In Sec. 3, we argue that a generic theory of this type will suffer from curvature-induced violations of its mobility restrictions and conservation laws on a generic manifold, with a corresponding loss of gauge invariance. However, we argue that the effective inertial mass of a particle in its forbidden directions grows exponentially in the inverse curvature as the flat space limit is approached [Eq. (25) ]. The result is that a large amount of curvature (relative to the scale of the energy gap of a fracton dipole) is required to observe significant mobility in restricted directions, while weak curvature has a negligible effect on the properties of the system. For small amounts of curvature, it may take longer than the age of the universe to observe significant motion in the restricted directions. In this sense, we regard symmetric tensor gauge theories in weakly curved space as hosting asymptotic mobility restrictions, in close analogy with asymptotic many-body localization [70, 71] , where thermalization occurs only at exponentially long times.
While generic symmetric tensor gauge theories can exhibit weak violations of mobility restrictions on generic manifolds, in Sec. 4 we show that there exists a subset of these theories which are more robust against the introduction of curvature. We find that certain tensor gauge theories, such as the three-dimensional traceless scalar charge theory, retain sharp mobility restrictions and gauge invariance on Einstein manifolds, which correspond to solutions of Einstein's equation sourced only by a (spatially dependent) cosmological constant. In other cases, such as the two-dimensional traceless scalar charge theory, gauge invariance is maintained only on spaces of constant curvature. The fate of the mobility restrictions and gauge symmetry of several other tensor gauge theories is summarized in Tab. 1.
Throughout this work, we consider only spatial curvature and not space-time curvature; i.e. we consider spacetime metrics g µν where g 00 = −1 and g 0a = g a0 = 0. We use Greek letters to denote spacetime indices (µ, ν = 0, 1, ..., D) while Latin letters denote spatial indices (a, b, c, i, j, k = 1, ..., D) .
Review of Symmetric Tensor Gauge Theories
Before introducing spatial curvature, we will begin by reviewing the symmetric tensor gauge theories discussed in this work on flat manifolds [18] . We focus on rank-two tensor gauge fields for simplicity, though similar analyses apply to tensor gauge theories of arbitrary rank. We will work in the Hamiltonian formalism, where we define a symmetric tensor gauge field A ij and its canonical conjugate E ij , which we regard as a generalized electric field tensor. Using these fundamental ingredients, a gauge theory can be constructed by specifying the generalized Gauss's law on the electric tensor, which in turn specifies the gauge transformation.
Scalar Charge Theory
In the scalar charge theory, the defining Gauss's law takes the form
for a scalar charge density ρ. Within the charge-free sector, the system is invariant under the following gauge transformation:
for a scalar function λ with arbitrary spatial dependence. The most general low-energy Hamiltonian consistent with this gauge transformation schematically takes the same form as in Maxwell theory,
where E 2 = E ij E ij , and B represents the (lowest-order, i.e. least number of derivatives) gauge-invariant magnetic field operator. For example, in three spatial dimensions, we have a (traceless) magnetic tensor of the form
and B 2 = B ij B ij . In this case, we obtain five gapless gauge modes with linear dispersion, ω ∼ k. While the low-energy Hamiltonian is important, the most interesting aspect of this tensor gauge theory follows directly from the defining Gauss's law. In addition to conservation of charge,
this theory also features conservation of dipole moment,
which follows immediately from integration by parts, making use of the two derivatives in Gauss's law. This extra conservation law has the unusual consequence that an isolated charge is strictly locked in place, since motion of an individual charge would change the total dipole moment of the system. In other words, charges in this tensor gauge theory behave as fractons. While individual charges cannot move, the dipole conservation law still allows for mobile bound states. Specifically, a dipolar bound state of two equal and opposite charges is a fully mobile (and stable) excitation, which is free to move in any direction provided it preserves the orientation of its dipole moment. The scalar charge theory can also be described by either of the following Lagrangians
where B ij is given by Eq. (4 
Traceless Scalar Charge Theory
We may also define a slightly modified theory by taking the scalar charge theory and imposing a local tracelessness constraint,
in addition to the Gauss's law [Eq. (1)]. Imposing this constraint requires the following local symmetry (else time evolution would violate the constraint):
where µ(x) has spatial dependence. This local symmetry results in the following traceless and symmetric magnetic field in three spatial dimensions:
The traceless constraint results in a quadrupole conservation law
which makes a dipole a 2D particle, moving only perpendicular to its dipole moment, instead of a fully mobile particle as in the traceful theory. The traceless constraint also results in a duality between the electric and magnetic sectors (similar to the usual vector U (1) gauge theory), which does not exist for the scalar charge theory [19] . The traceless scalar charge theory can also be described by either of the following Lagrangians: 
Vector Charge Theory
Using the same fundamental variables, we may also define a completely different theory by specifying a different choice of Gauss's law. In the vector charge theory, the Gauss's law takes the form
for a vector charge density ρ j . The corresponding gauge transformation within the charge-free sector is
for a vector gauge function λ i with arbitrary spatial dependence. The low-energy Hamiltonian for this theory takes the same schematic Maxwell form seen in Eq. (3), but with a different magnetic field operator. For example, in three dimensions, the magnetic tensor is symmetric (B ij = B ji ) and takes the form
leading to three gapless gauge modes with quadratic dispersion, ω ∼ k 2 . As in the scalar charge theory, the most interesting feature of the vector charge theory is its unusual set of conservation laws. This theory exhibits conservation of its vector-valued charge
and also conservation of the angular moment of charge, which in three dimensions takes the form
The consequence of this conservation law is that a charged particle can only move along the line spanned by its charge vector. In this sense, the charges of this theory behave like one-dimensional particles 2 , restricted to motion along a straight line. However, a dipole of two vector charges (i.e. two vector charges with opposite charge displaced in a direction orthogonal to the charge vectors) is fully mobile.
The vector charge theory can also be described by either of the following Lagrangians:
where B ij is given by Eq. (15) . The Lagrangians are similar to Eq. (7), except φ i → φ i + ∂ t λ i under gauge transformations.
Traceless Vector Charge Theory
As with the scalar charge theory, we can also define a slightly modified vector charge theory by imposing a local tracelessness constraint δ ij E ij = 0 (19) in addition to the defining vector Gauss's law. This constraint once again forces the theory to be invariant under the extra local symmetry
In this case, the magnetic field tensor takes the form
In addition to the two conservation laws of the traceful vector charge theory, the traceless vector charge theory has two further conservation laws,
These extra conservation laws have two notable consequences. First, the vector charges, which were formerly one-dimensional, now become fully locked in place, i.e. fractons, since longitudinal motion is not consistent with the new conservation laws. Second, the dipolar bound states, formerly fully mobile, now become onedimensional particles [19] . The traceless vector charge theory can also be described by either of the following Lagrangians:
where B ij is given by Eq. (21) . The Lagrangians are similar to Eq. (18), except a θ field is added to impose the traceless constraint [Eq. (19) ]. θ → θ + ∂ t µ under the local symmetry [Eq. (20)].
Curvature-Induced Violation of Mobility Restrictions
The most crucial piece of physics associated with symmetric tensor gauge theories and their mobility restrictions is the presence of higher moment charge conservation laws, such as the conservation of dipole moment, d
d x (ρ x), which explicitly involves the spatial coordinates of the system. Unfortunately, conservation laws of this form are inherently difficult to extend to curved spaces, where a smooth global coordinate chart need not exist. One can instead try to take a more local perspective on conservation laws, imposing that all local operations must preserve the locally defined dipole moment within some small patch where a coordinate chart can be defined. Even in this case however, curvature proves fatal to the sharp mobility restrictions seen in flat space.
The curvature-induced breakdown of fractonic and subdimensional behavior can be easily understood in terms of parallel transport of particles carrying the conserved quantity. For concreteness, let us focus on the scalar charge theory, which in flat space features conservation of dipole moment and fractonic behavior of charges. Even if we impose that the motion of a fracton via local operators creates extra dipoles (thus preserving the local dipole moment), the immobility of fractons can still be violated via the following process:
1. A fracton moves in a given direction, emitting a dipole oriented in the opposite direction. 2. The mobile dipole is parallel transported around a closed curve, rotating due to non-trivial curvature. 3. The dipole, with its dipole moment now re-oriented, is re-absorbed by the fracton, which ends up in a different position from where it started.
The result of this process, as depicted in Fig. 1 , is that the fracton is able to undergo net motion without the need for any other charges in the final configuration. As such, the location of a fracton no longer defines a sharp superselection sector, as was the case in flat space, and the system can generically have nonzero hopping matrix elements moving a fracton from one site to the next, mediated by the emission and reabsorption of virtual dipoles.
For a classical system, moving a fracton may require an energy input to create dipoles, resulting in a significant potential barrier between configurations with fractons at different sites. However, the final configuration will be energetically equivalent to the original configuration, in contrast to the behavior of fractons in flat space. While this potential barrier can significantly inhibit the motion of fractons, the resulting behavior will not be qualitatively different from a system of ordinary particles moving in a classical potential, and the notion of a fracton is no longer sharply defined. As we will see later, this goes hand-in-hand with a loss of the higher rank gauge invariance present in the flat-space theory.
Similar considerations to the above can be applied to several other symmetric tensor gauge theories. For example, the vector charge theory features conservation of both vector charge and angular moment of charge, a vector quantity (in three dimensions) which we label as L. A one-dimensional particle can move in its forbidden direction at the expense of emitting a particle carrying nonzero L, referred to as an L-particle, in the language of Ref. [63] . Upon being parallel transported around a closed curve, the L-particle can rotate its orientation, be reabsorbed by the vector charge, and thereby effect motion of the one-dimensional particle in its forbidden direction.
We have now seen how higher moment charge conservation laws and their associated mobility restrictions can break down in the presence of curvature. However, in order to make connection with real physical systems, Figure 1 : The mobility restriction on fractons can be lifted via virtual processes involving the parallel transport of dipoles. First, a fracton moves in a specific direction and emits a dipole oriented in the opposite direction. That dipole can then rotate upon being parallel transported around a closed curve. The fracton can then reabosrb the rotated dipole, resulting in net motion of the fracton.
it is important to establish just how severely these restrictions are violated. After all, most realistic systems will have some nonzero amount of curvature. For a lattice system, this curvature can arise microscopically via dislocation and disclination defects, which are generically present in most solid samples. A single disclination defect can lead to the breakdown of strict immobility of fractons, as depicted in Fig. 2 . However, it would be rather odd if the properties of the system could be drastically altered by the introduction of a single lattice defect.
More plausibly, we expect that the introduction of weak curvature to a system described by a symmetric tensor gauge theory should result in only mild changes to its physical properties. In order to determine the extent to which weak curvature violates mobility restrictions in tensor gauge theories, it is simplest to study quantized curvature in the form of disclination defects, which can later be coarse-grained to make contact with a continuum description of curvature. We work in two spatial dimensions for simplicity, but the general features will be applicable to any dimension. The curvature-induced hopping matrix elements for a fracton are due to virtual processes such as the one depicted in Fig. 2 , involving a dipole propagating around a disclination defect. The matrix element for such a process will contain a factor of the propagator of the dipole going around the defect, which we assume is a distance r away from the fracton. If we also assume that the dipoles are gapped (i.e. carry a finite energy cost), as is generically the case in fracton models, then the hopping matrix element for a fracton will behave as:
where ξ is an effective dipole correlation length set by the energy cost E 0 for creating a dipole. For a small density of disclinations (i.e. small curvature), the mobility of a fracton will be dominated by dipole propagation around the nearest disclination. Taking the disclination density to be n d , the typical distance from the fracton to the nearest disclination is r ∝ n
. (This scaling remains the same in higher dimensions, where disclinations become higher-dimensional objects, such as the disclination lines observed in threedimensional crystals.) Within a coarse-grained description, the disclination density is directly proportional to the Ricci scalar: R ∝ n d . Combining these pieces of information, the hopping matrix elements for a fracton behave as
which results in exponentially suppressed mobility as R → 0, i.e. as the flat space limit is approached. Alternatively, this can be phrased in terms of the inertial mass of a fracton 3 . Within a semi-classical approx-3 Note that, in models without Lorentz invariance (e.g. fracton models), the energy gap E 0 to create a particle is (in general) different from the particle's inertial mass m. That is, the energy of a particle with small momentum is E(p) = E 0 + imation, the effective inertial mass of a fracton can be written as
We see that the inertial mass grows rapidly as the curvature decreases, eventually diverging in the flat space limit, recovering fracton behavior. To have any significant motion, the curvature must satisfy R ∼ n d ∼ ξ −2 . For a large dipole gap, the effective dipole correlation length ξ will be on the order of the lattice scale a, so the condition for significant mobility becomes n d ∼ a −2 . At this point, the disclination density becomes comparable to the density of atoms in the solid, such that the crystalline structure is unrecognizably distorted. For realistic solids, the effective mass will be so large that any motion of fractons will be negligible, allowing the fracton phenomenon to survive for all practical purposes in solid state systems.
The same logic as above can be carried over to other particles of restricted mobility, such as onedimensional particles. Motion of a one-dimensional particle in its forbidden directions requires an L-particle to propagate around a disclination. Since the L-particles are generically gapped, the matrix element for this process will decay exponentially in the distance to the nearest disclination. The result is that any significant motion of a one-dimensional particle in its forbidden directions requires n d ∼ a −2 , while a solid with a realistic defect density will feature negligible violations of its mobility restrictions. For a weakly curved sample, a one-dimensional particle will still mostly move along the analogue of "straight lines," which in curved space corresponds to geodesics, as we demonstrate explicitly in Appendix Appendix B.
Robustness of Fractons on Einstein Manifolds
In this section, we will argue that the traceless scalar gauge theory has well-defined subdimensional particles and maintains gauge invariance on Einstein manifolds. However, the traceful scalar and vector charge theories do not have well-defined subdimensional particles on Einstein manifolds.
Traceless Scalar Charge Theory
In this subsection, we will argue that Einstein manifolds are necessary in order for the traceless scalar charge theory to have well-defined fractons and 2D particles. In this work, an Einstein manifold is defined to be a torsion-free manifold for which the Ricci tensor is proportional to the metric,
R a bcd is the Riemann curvature tensor of the spatial manifold; R = g ab R ab is the curvature scalar; and D is the number of spatial dimensions.
As discussed in Sec. 3, a fracton can move only by emitting a fracton dipole with dipole moment proportional to the displacement vector of the motion. In the traceless scalar charge theory (Sec. 2.2), a fracton dipole is a 2D particle that can only move orthogonal to its dipole moment. When a fracton dipole traverses curved space, its dipole moment is parallel transported. If a fracton dipole can traverse a small closed loop, such that its dipole moment is modified upon traversing the loop, then the fracton dipole is no longer a 2D particle since it can now move in a different direction due to its modified dipole moment. Furthermore, the presence of such fracton dipoles in the spectrum allows a fracton to move by first emitting and then reabsorbing a dipole which changes its dipole moment, similar to the example in Fig. 2 .
In curved space, when a fracton dipole traverses a small loop ( [72, 73] . Given the argument in the preceding paragraph, the existence of subdimensional particles therefore requires that the dipole moment does not rotate:
where
We only need δP a = 0 when P a A a = P b B b = 0 because fracton dipoles can only move orthogonal to their dipole moment in the traceless scalar charge theory. We will now show that Eq. (28) 
vanishes identically in D = 3 spatial dimensions. This implies that Einstein manifolds have a Riemann curvature tensor given by
for spatial dimensions D ≤ 3. Plugging the above equation into Eq. (28) gives
since We will now show that in addition to having well-defined subdimensional particles, the traceless scalar charge theory (Sec. 2.2) is in fact also gauge invariant on Einstein manifolds. First, we must generalize the flat-space gauge transformations [Eqs. (2) and (9)] to curved space. This can be done by simply adding metrics (δ ij → g ij ) and covariant derivatives (∂ i → ∇ i ). However, it can also be systematically derived from the curved-space generalization of the Gauss law and traceless constraints (∇ a ∇ b E ab = g ab E ab = 0) using Poisson brackets as follows:
where the Poisson bracket is
The flat-space magnetic field [Eq. (10)] extends naturally to curved-space:
where ijk is the Levi-Civita tensor. We can now show that the magnetic field is invariant under the gauge transformation [Eq. (33) ]:
Eq. (37) condition,
Here, Eq. (40) made use of metric compatibility ∇ a g bc = 0, while Eq. (41) results from the i ↔ j symmetrization.
Traceful Scalar and Vector Charge Theories
In Sec. 4.1, we argued that the traceless scalar charge theory has well-defined fractons on Einstein manifolds. In the argument, it was critical that the dipole charge was a 2D particle (so that we could make use of the constraint in Eq. (28)). In the traceful scalar and vector charge theories, the dipole charge is a fully-mobile particle. Thus, the dipole can traverse arbitrary loops, which will parallel-transport its dipole moment, and result in full mobility for the scalar charges (fractons in flat space) in the scalar charge theory (as explained in Sec. 3) and vector charges (1D particles in flat space) in the vector charge theory. This argument applies in any number of spatial dimensions 6 , and this issue occurs even for the most symmetric curved manifolds: the sphere and hyperbolic space. We therefore do not expect these theories to be gauge invariant in the presence of curvature.
For example, the gauge invariance of the magnetic field in the traceless scalar theory relied on the fact that the magnetic tensor is symmetric (B ij = B ji ), which is not the case for the traceful scalar theory. And in Appendix Appendix C, we explicitly show that the 2D vector charge theory is not gauge invariant on manifolds with constant curvature. We have also checked that the 3D traceful vector charge theory in not gauge invariant even on Einstein manifolds with constant curvature, with details of this calculation provided in the accompanying Mathematica notebook [75] .
Traceless Vector Charge Theory
In the traceless vector charge theory (reviewed in Sec. 2.4), the vector charges are fractons, while the L-particle bound states are one-dimensional [19] . It therefore seems possible that this theory may evade some of the difficulties encountered in theories with two-dimensional or fully mobile dipoles. Nevertheless, we find that gauge invariance and mobility restrictions are only maintained for a certain special class of manifolds. Specifically, if the magnetic field tensor [generalized from Eq. (21)] is defined as
then the magnetic field is gauge invariant on Einstein manifolds with a constant curvature scalar (
, which is generalized from Eq. (14) . If the constant curvature scalar is not constant, then B ij is not gauge invariant (in general). We do not have a crisp physical explanation for why constant curvature is necessary for gauge invariance.
We obtained this result by using a Mathematica notebook [75] to evaluate B ij under the gauge transformation. We have not checked the result by hand due to the very lengthy mathematical expressions that are involved.
One may wonder if other orderings of the covariant derivatives in B ij could result in a magnetic field tensor that is gauge invariant on Einstein manifolds without a constant curvature scalar (∇ i R = 0). However, in our Mathematica notebook [75] , we have checked that no linear combination of different covariant derivative orderings can result in a gauge invariant magnetic field. The various linear combinations result in a dimension-12 vector space of possible magnetic field tensors. We then evaluate B ij with Table 1 : A summary of the kinds of manifold for which each symmetric tensor gauge theory maintains gauge invariance and sharp mobility restrictions. Einstein manifolds obey Eq. (27) while constant curvature manifolds have a constant curvature scalar ∂ i R = 0; flat manifolds have no curvature (R a bcd = 0); all of these manifolds are torsion-free. † The gapped and gapless 2D traceless scalar charge theories have the same magnetic field and are gauge invariant under the same class of manifolds.
After choosing a coordinate system where g ij = δ ij at a given point, we simplify the resulting expression to a sum of terms, such as
Thus, in order for B ij to be gauge invariant, we must choose the twelve α and β coefficients such that all of the S abc , T abc , U abc , and V abcde expressions cancel. This just requires solving a linear system of equations. However, the only solution is B ij = 0. Therefore, no linear combination of the different orderings of the covariant derivatives in B ij results in a gauge invariant magnetic field.
Conclusions
In this work, we have argued that arbitrary curvature can lead to violations of the mobility restrictions associated with subdimensional particles (Sec. 3). Curvature can grant fractons (and other subdimensional particles) full mobility and often results in a loss of gauge invariance. However, if the curvature is weak, the fracton hopping strength is exponentially small [Eq. (25) ]. Furthermore, in certain theories, subdimensional particles are robust on Einstein manifolds, for which the curvature can be described by a spatially-dependent cosmological constant Λ(x) [Eq. (27) ]. This is the case for the traceless scalar charge theory, which we showed is gauge invariant on Einstein manifolds (Sec. 4.1). However, not all fracton theories remain gauge invariant on Einstein manifolds. For example, we found that it was important that the dipole charge is not fully mobile (Sec. 4.2), which implies that the traceful scalar and vector charge theories are not gauge invariant even on the maximally-symmetric curved manifolds (in any number of dimensions): the sphere or hyperbolic space. See Tab. 1 for a summary of what kind of manifold each theory is gauge invariant under.
In two spatial dimensions, Eq. (5) of Ref. [52] shows that the gapped traceless scalar charge theory [44] is gauge invariant only if the curvature is constant (i.e. has no dependence on space or time). Since it has the same expression for the magnetic field, the 2D gapless traceless scalar charge theory is also gauge invariant when the curvature is constant. We do not know of a physical explanation, such as the one in Sec. 3, for why constant curvature is necessary in these theories or the 3D traceless vector theory.
Although we only considered curved space in this work, it would be very interesting if the tensor gauge theories could be generalized to curved spacetime. However, this is very non-trivial since although the flatspace tensor gauge theories in this work have rotation symmetry, they do not have Lorentz symmetry. There is a physical reason for this: the existence of subdimensional particles is not Lorentz invariant. For example, after a Lorentz boost, an immobile fracton would become a particle that is constrained to move at a fixed velocity, and such particles are not present in the theories considered in this work.
In Ref. [53] [54] [55] , it was shown that many of the gapped fracton theories can be understood as having a foliation or layered structure. For example, some properties, such as the 2D particles or the two leading terms in the entanglement entropy [54] , can be understood by approximating the fracton order as three or more decoupled stacks of 2D topological orders. If these layers are curved, then the gapped fracton phase is described on a curved lattice with a natural set of curved surfaces. Einstein manifolds appear to be the analog of this for rotation-symmetric fracton phases. Einstein manifolds also have a natural set of surfaces: the surfaces that the 2D particles can move along.
An interesting consequence of the weak mobility acquired by fractons/sub-dimensional particles pertains to their dynamical behaviour. The closed system quantum dynamics for gapped fracton models was studied in Ref. [32] , where it was shown that the mobility of fractons is exponentially suppressed in the inverse temperature T , set by the bath of composite mobile excitations. Following the discussion in this work, for symmetric tensor gauge theories we expect that the dynamical behaviour of an isolated quantum system will be dictated by both the temperature T and the curvature R, since the latter weakly endows fractons with mobility. For traceless scalar charge theories defined on Einstein manifolds, the analysis of Ref. [32] will carry over exactly since curvature effects do not change any of the restrictions on the gapped excitations for this class of systems. More generally, the mobility of sub-dimensional excitations can grow with the curvature; equivalently, the time-scale for thermalization will decrease with increasing curvature while still being suppressed by the inverse temperature. For weak enough curvature though, the glassy dynamics seen in gapped fracton models [23, 32] should persist even for the class of symmetric tensor gauge theories discussed here.
Recently, a gauge theoretic construction for phases where excitations are created at the ends of fractal operators, such as those present in Haah's code [22] , was discussed [67, 76] . In this class of U (1) 
We will now prove that the above assumption implies that R ab ∝ g ab . We will begin by diagonalizing g ab by a set of invertible frame fields e 
Appendix B. Motion of one-dimensional particles along geodesics
Here, we demonstrate that the one-dimensional particles in the vector charge theory are confined to move along geodesics, to the extent that their mobility restrictions are obeyed.
The vector charges of this theory, which in flat space can only move in the direction of their charge vector, satisfy the generalized continuity equation [19] 
where J ij = J ji is the symmetric current tensor. For the class of metrics considered in this paper i.e. those with only spatial curvature, the Christoffel symbols
and only the spatial components Γ k ij can be non-vanishing. (Recall that we use Greek letters for spacetime indices and latin letters for spatial indices.)
The generalization of the continuity equation (B.1) on curved manifolds is straightforward:
and can be re-written in terms of the connection co-efficients as
Let us now consider the motion of a point-particle along a path s(t), for which the charge density is (∀ i) ρ i (t, x) = r i (t) δ 3 (x − s(t)), (B we find that the particles obey the geodesic equation:
Hence, we have demonstrated that the only point-particle solution to the generalized charge conservation equation (B.5) on a curved manifold is ρ i (t) = α ∂ 0 s i (t) δ 3 (x − s(t)), 20) which describes the motion of a particle confined to move along the geodesics of the curved space. This discussion pertains only to the motion of a single particle as dictated by the continuity equation; as discussed in the main text, generically these particles will be able to stray from their geodesic path by emitting mobile dipole excitations, which, when parallel transported, will change their orientation, and reabsorbing them.
Appendix C. 2D Vector Charge Theory
In this appendix, we show that the 2D vector charge theory [63] is not gauge invariant on manifolds with constant curvature.
The magnetic field and gauge transformation on curved space are
and the Hamiltonian is H = Under the gauge transformation, the magnetic field transforms as follows: .4) , we assumed that the spatial curvature is constant (i.e. R has no space-time dependence). Therefore, the magnetic field is not gauge invariant on curved spaces with constant curvature.
